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Abstract. This paper offers a theoretical analysis of hydrogen assisted cracking (HAC), with special 
emphasis on the validity of fracture mechanics approach. First of all, an analysis is presented of the 
various mechanism of hydrogen supply to prospective fracture sites, hydrogen entry into metal and 
hydrogen transport within metal. In addition, mechankal pre-damage and hydrogen faci}itated damage are 
evaluated. Finally, the prerequisites of validity of current fracture mechanics approach are analyzed and 
sorne steps towards its rigourous re-assessment are undertak:en. 

Resumen. Este artículo ofrece un análisis teórico de la fisuración en ambiente de hidrógeno, con especial 
énfasis en la validez de la aproximación según la mecánica de fractura. En primer lugar se analizan los 
diferentes mecanismos de suministro de hidrógeno a los lugares potenciales de fractura, entrada de 
hidrógeno en el metal y transporte del mismo dentro del metal. Se evalúa además el dafio previo de origen 
mecánico, así como el dafio producido por el hidrógeno. Finalmente se analizan los pre-requisitos de 
validez de la actual aproximación según la mecánica de fractura, con la intención de avanzar en la dirección 
de una formulación más rigurosa. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The effect of hydrogen environments on the deformation 
and fracture of metals is an interdisciplinary problem of 
mechanics, physics and chemistry. Time dependent 
crack growth in metals subjected to hydrogenation 
result:S from the participation of several processes. To 
achieve correct unders' mding of the phenomenon and 
provide reasonable capability of its assessment and 
control, the key factors should be identified and receive 
proper accounting using adequate set of well-defined 
variables. To achieve this, few basic issues of the 
phenomenon are distinguished whlch are characterised in 
the following sections, with the final aim of 
establishing the validity of fracture mechanics approach. 

2.MECHANISMS OF HYDROGEN SUPPLY 

2.1. Hydrogen transport to metal 

It includes: (i) transport of chemical species to the 
vicinity of cracking sites; (ii) release of hydrogen from 
bonded states in molecules. Environmental transport is 
influenced by characteristics of a crack as mass transfer 
canal. The overall (output) rate is controlled by the 
slowest of participating stages (rate determining step). 
In corrosive environments metal hydrogenation near 
prospective fracture sites is governed by crack tip 
electrochemical conditions which can be represented 
through electrode potential EvcT and hydrogen ion 
exponent pHcr. These two can significantly differ from 
bulk characteristics of surrounding environment Ev and 

pH [1,2]. Relations of bulk and local environmental 
parameters are governed by environmental cmrents and 
mass-charge iransfer processes, and thus are dependent 
on time t. It may be expressed as: 

pHCT = pHCT (pH, Ev. t, l, O) (1) 
Evcr = Ev CT (pH, Ev, t, l, O) (2) 

where parameters l and o of opened crack geometry 
represent, respectively, characteristic transportation 
distaiice to crack tip and canal (i.e., crack) w'dth. The 
intensity of hydrogen evolution near crack tip may be 
estimated [2] by comparing local electrochemical 
conditions with the thermodynamic stability line for 
water given by the Nernst equation: 

Ev *=a* +b * pHcr, a*= -0.014V, b * = -0.059V (3) 

The shift of electrode potential (overpotential) may be 
taken as a measure of hydrogen evolution [2]: 

(4) 

The correlation between cracking susceptibility of metal 
and the value of overpotential (4) was conf'mned by 
tests on environmental cracking [2,3]. Correspondingly, 
hydrogen activity coefficient (thermodynamic activity 
factor) in near tip environment which directly controls 
subsequent process of metal hydrogenation may be 
supposed to be proportional to the overpotential, i.e.: 

(5) 

which may be converted into units of equivalent 
hydrogen gas pressure or equilibrinm concentration C0. 
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2.2. Hydrogen entry into metal 

This topic includes: (i) physical adsorption of hydrogen
containing species on metal surface; (ii) dissociative 
cbemisorbtion of atomic hydrogen; (iii) dissolution of 
atomic hydrogen in surface layer of metallattice [4]. 
These three main stages may be complicated with other 
catalytic and surface processes, e.g., contamination with 
corrosion products. It also has links with stress state in 
a solid due to strain-dependent penetrability of surface 
layers (integrity under straining), and dependence of 
metal surface catalytic efficiency on lattice strains The 
goveming physical parameters, namely, process rate 
coefficients [4}, will depend on stresses cr¡, strains e¡ 
(i=l,2,3) and surface/environment chemistry represented 
by crack tip activity coefficients a/r: 

km= km (CJ¡, e¡, a/T) (m=1, ... ,6, j=l, ... ) (6) 

Concentrations (activities) of catalysing species depend 
on mass transfer processes within crack canal, and 
relations similar to (1)-(2) describe their evolution, i.e., 

a{7 = a{T (pH, Ev, t, l, O, Gj- .. ) (i, j=1, ... ; i~j) (7) 

The surface sorbtion phase of transport process may be 
the rate controlling step for HAC under relatively wealc 
hydrogenation conditions at crack tip. As follows from 
sorbtion kinetics studies [4,5], this may talce place 
under low activity of hydrogen. This situation is· 
unusual for electrochemical hydrogenation under 
corrosion conditions when at entry sites rather high 
magnitudes of hydrogen activity are achieved [6]. Then 
entry conditions at the crack tip can be characterised by 
equilibrinm value eo of hydrogen concentration. 

2.3. Hydrogen transport within metal 

Two main transport modes can be distinguished: ( i) 
diffusion driven by the gradient of chemical potential; 
( ii) transport by moving dislocations in the course of 
straining process. Driving force for hydrogen diffusion 
is determined by its chemical potential [7]: 

Xn=VJ.!H 

whlch is related to hydrogen solubility coefficient 

(9) 

where depends on temperature T, hydrostatic stress 
Cí, alloy composition and bydrogen traps 
Traps for hydrogen in metals are formed by lattice 
irnperfections. Among them dislocations are nearly the 
strongest kind of traps [9] but not the one. The 
overall density of traps depends on plastic strain 
Thus, hydrogen solubility coefficient is: 

Cí, 

On the basis of relation between stress and 
solubility [10], the latter may be broken down into 
hydrostatic stress and plastic strain dependent parts [~]: 

Ks = Kso (ep,T) exp(~Hf) (11) 

Gradient (inhomogeneity) of any of mentioned 
solubility affecting factors can induce hydrogen 
diffusion flux. Thus, the plastic strain magnitude ep 
should be placed amongst goveming factors of hydrogen 
diffusion (cf. [8]). In addition, traps density can affect 
also the average mobility of diffusable specie, i.e., 
diffusion coefficient, whicb then depends on plastic 
strain, too: D=D( ep) [11]. Finally, assuming uniform 
temperature distribution in a solid, hydrogen diffusion 
flux in metal may be expressed as [7]: 

e 
JH =-De VlnKs (12) 

or after substitution of the expression (11) this gives: 

JH = -D {ve- e [VH V Cí(t) +V Kso ( ep(t))]} 
RT Kso ( ep(t)) 

(13) 

Obvious condition of mass balance 

ae d. 1 at =- lV H (14) 

leads to the equation of stress and strain assisted 
diffusion with respect to hydrogen concentration e: 

dt = D [V 2 e - M~~~ V e - N e ] + 

+VD~~~ [V e- Me] 

where M=VlnKs and N=V2lnKs. If only gradient of 
stress exists among solubility affecting factors, 
equations (11)-(15) reduce to well known ones for stress 
assisted hydrogen di.ffusion [12]. 

On the other hand, when considering hydrogen transport 
by dislocations, another goveming variable arises. This 
is dislocations mean velocity which can be expressed 
in macroscopic terms througb plastic strain rate [13]. 
Both transport modes -diffusional and dislocational
are essentially different The first one is operative under 
both sustained and transient (time dependent) stress
strain states, has plastic stráin as one of responsible 
variables, and evolves towards equilibrium bydrogen 
distributions (cf. [8]). In contrast, the other one 
proceeds only during continuing (dynamical) straining, 
has strain rate as the goveming variable, and 
results in non-equilibrium hydrogen distributions 
(temporal over-saturations) which relax to equilibrinm 

diffusion after termination of progressing straining. 
Under sustained or quasi-static loading, the significance 
of dislocational transport may be negligible because 
local oversaturations in sites created 
hydrogen supply by dislocations have enough time to 
be suppressed due to local (short range) diffusion. In 
such processes, long range diffusion is the main 
operative mode of hydrogen supply to damage sites in 
metals. This transport stage is often the slowest one 
among all the phases of hydrogen transportation, and 
thns crack growth kinetics is often diffusion controlled. 
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3. MECHANICAL STRESS-STRAIN STATE 

This section deals with the mechanical background 
which creates the scene for hydrogen damage and drives 
it. No way exists to choose a priori the proper 
responsible variable -stress or strain- for particular 
application, i.e., to define the fracture criterion. This is 
the subject of experiment and experience. Obviously 
more brittle fractures are treated as stress-controlled, 
whereas more ductile ones are considered to be strain
controlled. Operative fracture criterion predetermines 
ti:Íe variable(s) to be involved into consideration. 

Conceming hydrogen assisted fracture (HAF) the 
elucidation of goveming mechanical variables is 
complicated. Depending on the amount of hydrogen in 
prpcess sites, different degree of embrittlement occurs. 
The fracture event may convert thus from strain- to 
stress-controlled one. Thus, to quantify mechanical 
conditions responsible for prospective HAF both stress 
and plastic strain components should be monitored. 
There is no reason to neglect one in favour of another. 
Studies on physics of cleavage fracture [14] and ductile 
microvoid coalescence [15] show that no reason exists 
for abrupt demarcation between stress- and strain
controlled fracture process whichever micromechanism 
dominates the process. The set of responsible 
mechanical variables to characterise the prefracture state 
consists of the following three : ejfective plastic strain 
ep, ejfective stress eJe, and hydrostatic stress a (or, 
equivalently, maximal tensile stress CJ¡ in plane strain 
states). The combination of all these three variables 
quantifies the closeness of material's state to rupture, 
and afterwards, the amount of hydrogen required for its 
termination. The change of any of them generally 
alterates all the prefracture situation, i.e., alterates the 
critical values of remained others for fracture. 

Evaluation or control of the mentioned mechanical 
variables in the vicinity of crack tip with nonlinear 
material behaviour would be a too complicated problem 
but, fortunatély, this region possesses the feature of 
self-similitude which enables one to quantify 
completely the stress-strain state in implicit manner. 
All continuum mechanics analyses, from small strain 
elastic to large strain elastoplastic ones (cf. [16]), show 
that displacements and components of stress-strain state 
in the vicinity of crack tip acquire the universal 
appearance of invariable functions of polar coordinates r 
and <p attached to crack tip, as follows: 

u¡= 8tut ( ;t,<p} e¡= e{ ~.<p); a¡= a{ ~.<p) 
(i = 1,2,3) (16) 

where 8t. the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD), 
scales the intensity of crack tip fields. Under small
scale yielding (SSY) when crack tip fracture process 
zone (FPZ) is embraced within an annular region of 
elastic field dominated by stress intensity factor (SIF) 
K, the latter may serve as near tip nonlinear field 
intensity nominator according to well known relation 
between CTOD and SIF, lit oc K 2 [17]. However, 

existence of SIF controlled zone does not ensure the 
self-similitude of the very near tip nonlinear region. 
Analyses of the evolution of nonlinear near tip zone 
within SIF-dominated region (cf., e.g., [17]) show that 
self-similitude of the plastic state does not arise from 
the very beginning of straining, but establishes after 
sorne amount of crack opening have been achieved 
dependent on initial "physical" bluntness of crack tip. 

Unfortunately, the afore mentioned facts are strictly 
valid only for non-propagating cracks, i.e., up to 
initiation of crack growth. Findings from evaluations 
of elastoplastic near tip fields [16,18-20] reveal a 
breakdown of previously existed self-similitude in 
plastic zone when crack extends. Both the orders of r
singularities and angular ~ariations of strains and 
stresses vary. In general, weakening of strain- and 
rising of stress-concentration accompany crack 
propagation. Thus, the very near tip fields further 
cannot be characterised with the use of single parameter 
of the stress-strain intensity, as it was before. The 
effect is very pronounced under large-scale yielding. It 
also takes place under SSY, although. here it is 
quantitatively much less severe. One more peculiarity 
of the near-tip state is that after sorne amount of crack 
extension under constant intensity of embracing K
dominated field the inelastic near tip one stabilises. It 
becomes self-similar anew, i.e., retums to be govemed 
by a single parameter of field intensity. 

4. HYDROGEN DAMAGE FACILITATION 

The terminal aspect of the analysis of HAC concems 
about how hydrogen promotes material damage. 
Following the purpose of present consideration it is 
desired to trace the way how to reflect them while 
characterising HAC with a set of proper variables. 

Hydrogen damage proceeds by very different physical 
mechanisms. As a first approximation, elementary 
fracture events correspond to critical combiaation of 
instantaneous values of hydrogen concentration and 
responsible components of stress-strain state in 
material point. According to micromechanical 
considerations [21], fracture criterion may be presented 
in terms of critical concentration of hydrogen : 

Ccr= Ccr(Ep, CJ], ere). (17) 

Explicit expression for criterion (17) can be found in 
[2,21] which allows one to elucidate preconditions for 
stress- or strain-controlled fracture. Apart from the 
nature of alloy, this strongly depends on both 
concentration and stress triaxiality (on the ratio CJJICJe). 

Nevertheless, criterion (17) has almost no practical 
significance as far as local concentration is poorly 
evaluabable (measurable or calculable). However, under 
certain circumstances sorne kind of similitude of the 
local events may occur which can be controlled using 
well-defined macroscopic variables. This is just what 
provides validity of fracture mechanics approach to 
characterisation and quantification of HAC. 
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5. FRACTURE MECHANICS APPROACH 

The key element of fracture mechanics approach to 
HAC is the crack growth kinetics (CGK) curve: crack 
growth rate (CGR or v) versus stress intensity factor 
(SIF or K). it is supposed to depend only on the 
specific couple "material -environment" in the form [2]: 

V = v(K; t/J J, t/J2, ... t/Jn) . (18) 

Local environmental parameters t/JJ,t/J2, ... t/Jn are to defme 
hydrogenation of FPZ. In case of gaseous hydrogen this 
set consists of one variable (n=l) of gas pressure just 
near rack tip [22], whereas for aqueous corrosive media 
it comprises at least two parameters (n=2) [2], namely, 
hydrogen ion index pHcr and electrode potential Evcr. 

The CGK curve (18) is a powerful tool for solving 
practical problems of HAC evaluation and control as far 
as it contains comprehensive inforrnation concerning a 
particular material-environment system. Actually, CGK 
defines the differential equation of crack growth : 

~ = v ( K(F,l); 1/JJ, t/J]., ... t/Jn) (19) 

from which crack extension may be calculated 
depending on load magnitude F and initial crack size 10 

[23], the durability of a solid can be estimated for a 
variety of solid/crack geometries and loadings. Thus, 
approach provides valuable predictive tools. 

In addition to equations of mechanics and goveming 
equation (18), the syslem of equations to predict HAC 
in solids must be closed with equations of evolution of 
local (crack tip) hydrogenation parameters I/JJ,t/J2, ... t/Jn 
dependent on global physico-chemical characteristics 
4>¡,4>2, ... 4>n of l.he environment and on paranieters of a 
crack as a canal of environmental mass transfer to FPZ. 
Thls requires an evaluation of non-local processes 
within a growing crack for a particular history of its 
development in time. It might include consideration of 
items such as transfer of environmental components in 
the canal of l.he crack {cf. [22,24,25]). Solutions of 
fuese transport equations quantify the variables which 
control hydrogenation of metal just at crack tip, and 
thus, directly govem crack growl.h: 

1/Ji = t/Ji l, 8; q, J, 4>]., ... ) 

Thls task is of l.he same sort as the evaluation of crack 
tip mechanical governing variable, i.e. SIF. Thus, in 
general, predictive ability conceming HAC under 
different circumstances is provided by l.he set of coupled 
equations whlch' -..v•ul:''""""'· 

(i) equations of mechanics of solids to determine local 
stress-strain state around FPZ (e.g., SIF) and shape of 
crack as a space where physico-chemical processes act 
causing metal hydrogenation; 

equations of mass and transfer (physico-
chemical within a crack to evaluate goveming 
variables (20) of local hydrogenation at l.he crack tip; 

(iii) CGR governing equation (19) whích couples 
physico-chemical and mechanical factors of HAC. 

In this set of equations the last one is assigned wil.h a 
significance of constitutive-like equation dependent only 
on material and environment. To define it, CGK curve 
(18) must be determined either experimentally or 
through the use of more deeper physicall.heory. In fact, 
for the moment the first way is more feasible and 
commonly followed in engineering. 

The predictive capability of fracture mechanics approach 
to HAC relies on l.he uniqueness of CGK curve as 
characteristic of the specific material-environment 
couple. It is supposed to be unique provided SIF is l.he 
adequate parameter to characterise mechanical situation 
in crack tip zone. This matter is considered to be 
granted in usual linear elastic fracture mechanics terms 
(SSY condition maintained during l.he whole crack 
propagation). Nevertheless, despite the vital importance 
of the uniqueness of CGK curve for the whole fracture 
mechanics approach to HAC, this topic have never been 
firmly verified. Experimental manifestations of non
uniqueness of CGK curve [26] call for re-assessment of 
the approach backgrounds. 

6. PREREQUISITES OF V ALIDITY OF 
FRACTURE MECHANICS APPROACH 

It is commonly believed that fracture mechanics 
approach to HAC provides sujficient means to match 
similitude of participatiñg process, from hydrogen entry 
into metal to crack advance ~vent. This is supposed to 
be achieved implidtly through co-relation of CGR v 
wil.h a set of variables which refer to mechanical state 
and environmental physico-chemistry just at l.he crack 
tip and tf;'s). However, it is clear only the 
necessity of crack tip autonomy, of simultaneous 
monitoring of both local (crack tip) mechanics and 
environment physico-chemistry. To assess l.he validity 
of fracture mechanics approach to HAC it is necessary 
to appeal to sorne model considerations of l.he 
processes. 

Commonly accepted view on HAC und~r (quasi)static 
load is as follows. In real (imperfect) crystals at SIF 
values well below the fracture tougbness limit Kc 
(micro )plastic deformation near crack tip produces 
precursors of local fracture: blocked dislocation arrays, 
microcavities, etc. If sorne level of K <Kc is maintained 
and metal at crack tip is not sufficiently saturated with 
hydrogen, this pre-damaged state remains stable and 
crack advance does not occur. If the environment 
provides hydrogen with significant it flows 
towards FPZ, and thus hydrogenation in this 
area. Mter sorne time elapsed, the amount of hydrogen 
in damage sites.may be enough to produce degradation 
effect sufficient to breakdown l.he stability of fracture 
n,.,,,....,,..,,"r" and cause crack extension. This occurs when 
hv<:lro:!!en concentration in fracture sites reaches critical 
value dependent on the intensity of mechanical action in 
FPZ (instantaneous SIF magnitude), C = When 
crack tip enters the zone of insufficiently hydrogenated 
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metal (e<ecr) it is arrested and hydrogenation
fracturing processes loop repeats. Periods of these 
cycles Lit and lengths of crack increments .1/ define 
CGR v = L1l/L1t. The threshold of crack non
propagation as the limit when still remains v=O, i.e., 
Lit = oo, is associated with stationary hydrogen 
concentration distribution in metal eoo which yet does 
not exceeds ecr. 

With regard to similitude of the listed above HAC
process components, it will be granted by similitude of 
both the near-tip mechanical states and hydrogenation 
evolutions, i.e., distributions of a¡ and ei and hydrogen 
concentrations e(t*), around all sequential physical 
FPZs within every loop of hydrogenation-fracturing 
sequences. Here t denote the "local times" which start 
to run at moments of crack jumps terminating the 
preceding hydrogenation-fracturing loops and initiating 
of the subsequent ones ("intemal times" in loops). 

Therefore, to provide uniqueness of the CGK curve the 
uniqueness of crack jumps lengths .11 and waiting 
periods Lit must be ensured. This can be achieved with 
two preconditions. The frrst is K-controlled similitude 
(uniqueness) of distributions around sequential FPZs of 
critical hydrogen concentration which must be reached 
at sorne point in the FPZ to cause crack advance: 

ecr (K, x) = ecr ( O'J (K, x), Ep (K, x)) (21) 

where x is local coordinate associated with current 
position of the crack tip. The second one requires the 
same kind of similitude regarding FPZ hydrogenation 
process, i.e., uniqueness of hydrogen concentration 
evolutions within the loops: 

e (K, x, t*) =e( a (K, x), ep (K, x), x, t*) (22) 

To ilh.].Strate this point the criterion of crack advance 
may be used according to which the curves given by 
(21) and (22) should meet at sorne point Xc to cause· 
crack extension over .1/ (here .11 is not obligatory equal 
to xc). Then, it is clear that the uniqueness of the 
solution of this problem of touching of two curves 
necessitates the uniqueness of the curves themselves. in 
sorne vicinity of the instantaneous crack tip. 

Thus, in essence, the validity of the described above 
fracture mechanics approach to HAC -the uniqueness 
of CGK curves- will be ensured by the t w o 
simultaneously fulfilled preconditions: 

(1) SIF is the only variable which controls near-tip 
stress and strain fields (a¡, e¡) around physical FPZ 
and, consequently, it controls the mechanical aspects of 
(pre)damage and hydrogenation during whichever 
process of slow crack propagation in specified material. 

(2) The family of crack tip (local) hydrogenation 
controlling parameters { ifJ J,c/J2, ... ,l/Jn } closes the set of 
variables goveming every hydrogenation-fracture loops 
in the region embracing current FPZ during arbitrary 
ron of HAC in specified material. 

It should be noticed that the couple of these two is 
sufficient guarantor of the uniqueness of the CGK 
curve. Therefore, it is the time to address examination if 
they are (and can be) really fulfilled. 

With regard to the frrst pre-condition, the keystone of 
the whole philosophy and applications of fracture 
mechanics is the idea of autonomy of the crack tip 
region. It suggests (cf. [15,16]) that near crack tip 
exists process zone: a region where used constitutive 
equations of macroscopic (continuum) mechanics of 
solids fail to give adequate description. This zone 
contains the physical FPZ of microscopic damaging 
processes where any macroscopic model conceptually 
fails, and sorne surrounding area where the specific 
model in use is not further accurate (e.g., plastic region 
if elastic constitutive equations-are used). In any case, it 
is a place where solid's behaviour significantly deviates 
from utilised constitutive relations. However, this zone 
is assumed to be so small that within sorne sufficiently 
extended area it does not significantly disturb the 
solution of a problem of (continuum) mechanics 
obtained without accounting for this special zone. 
Consequently, the behaviour within thé latter is 
completely controlled by quantities obtained from this 
macroscopic solution. 

Particularly, within the range of applicability of linear 
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM), SIF solely dictates 
the autonomous elastic stress-strain field around the 
crack tip in real solids. As far as it is apparently the 
only influence from exterior which reaches the very 
special near tip region, despite the lack of explicit 
treatment of microfracture events in FPZ, the situation 
in its interior'is usually supposed to depend only on 
material and SIF. Consequently, this remains valid also 
for HAC regarding the amount of hydrogen to be 
accumulated in FPZ to cause local rupture, ecr. Thus, 
the frrst of the above preconditions of validity of the 
fracture mechanics approach to HAC appears to be the 
same as for LEFM as a whole. It concerns about 
ensuring the SSY situation, i.e., proper limitation of 
the crack tip plastic zone size [16] which should lie 
within SIF-controlled asymptotic elastic field. 

'he second prerequisite of fracture mechanics treatment 
of HAC currently is commonly quietly supposed to be 
fulfilled. This is guaranteed by referring to self
similitude of mechanical factors -stress and strain 
distributions- influencing hydrogen transport within· 
metal into the damaging sites, cf. equation (13), under 
fixed hydrogen entry conditions (boundary conditions) 
govemed by c{J's. And it is really well grounded for the 
tlrreshold conditions characterised by SIF value Kth· 
This is because the limit of crack non-propagation is 
associated with the unique steady state (i.e., reached at 
t-'foo) hydrogen concentration distribution near a tip of 
stationary crack. It is independent of any initial 
conditions for diffusion. In addition, this stationary 
state is exactly the equilibrium one of the system under 
consideration. Correspondingly, the steady-state 
hydrogen distribution e..,(x) is the equilibrium one, 
i.e., it nullifies diffusion driving force (8). Thus, the 
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stationary solution of tbe equation (15) of stress-strain 
assisted diffusion witb accounting for tbe expression 
(11) for arbitrary a(x) and Ep(x) takes the form: 

Coo (x) = Co Ks ( a(x), Ep(x)) = 

(
VHa(x)) ( ) = Coexp ---¡¡:¡- Kso Ep(x) (23) 

This is obvious generalisation of known solution for 
stress-only assisted diffusion, cf. [12]. It is clear tbat 
this concentration distribution has exactly tbe same 
self-similitude properties as tbe mechanical stress-strain 
fields. Equilibrium concentration C0 is a single-value 
function of local hydrogenation parameters l/Ji. 

However, regarding CGR v and CGK curve as a whole 
more rigourous analysis reveals tbat witb monitoring 
of l/J's tbe accuracy of granting similitude of hydrogen 
accumulation witbili hydrogenation-fracturing cycles 
depends not only on ensuring of SIF control over 
mechanical ímpetus for diffusion. It should be noticed 
two factors which may violate tbe similitude of 
hydrogen accumulation in tbe FPZs by diffusion. The 
frrst is the effect of renwte SIF not-controlled stress 
field (the far-field) on dijfusion. The otber one concems 
about varying initial conditions for dijfusion within 
each subsequent hydrogenation-fracturing loop which 
are dependent on particular HAC process histories. 
Explicit quantitative assessment of tbe influence of 
these factors on tbe uniqueness of CGK curve requires 
representative non-steady state solutions of full-scale 
diffusion problems witb moving cracks to compare 
them with available [2,12,23] near-field ones for 
stationary crack. For tbe moment they are not 
available. Nevertbeless, sorne useful estimations can be 
done [27]. 

7. CLOSURE 

In the matter of the present study, i.e., the mechanical 
background for hydrogenous effects on crack growth 
under SSY when nonlinear near tip zone is surrounded 
with SIF dominated elastic field, it may be concluded 
tbe next. · For quantification of HAC is important to 
monitor both strain and stress components of 
mechanical situation in tbe nonlinear zone near tbe 
crack tip, because each of them can become dominant 
during the HAC process course. Due to the self
similitude of crack tip fields all the potentially 
responsible mechanical variables may be characterised 
implicitly and incorporated in crack growth evaluation 
with the use of single parameter of the fields intensity, 
(SIF in LEFM). But this is strictly valid only for 
stati~~ary crack, i.e., it allows one to define starting 
conditions for HAC, and for propagating crack after the 
stable regime of growth has been acbieved. Otberwise, 
the unloading in the wake bebind the tip of extended 
crack affects tbe prefracture situation for its further 
growth. The very near fields loose the self-
similitude. under exists a possibility 
tbat tbis conceptual breakdown of SIF control over tbe 
near tip situation is rather insignificant quantitatively 
and practically may be neglected in HAC analyses. 
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